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Hello Dear Nature Friends
   Speaking about fall seems so strange when the thermometer tells 
you it is 100 degrees outside. However schools have started again and 
if you look around you, you will indeed discover the first signs of fall.    
   The nights are earlier and some mornings welcome you with a sur-
prising crispness in the air that was not there in August. The acorns 
are falling to the ground and many animals have started to put food 
aside for the winter. Juicy berries have appeared on different bushes, 
even after a 3rd year of severe drought. Chaparral is very well adapt-
ed to this hot climate and still remains green, with berries and some 

flowers blooming through the year. We hope that El Nino will bring 
us some rain this winter but fall is a good time for planting so the new plants can establish their roots before 
next summer. Come to the Center to take a hike in the morning or evening and look carefully, you will notice 
some changes in the foliage, fall is definitely on its way and it is one of the most glorious seasons in the park. 
Enjoy it.
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The World of Wolves.
   The project Wildsong came to Placerita 
with their hybrid wolves Damu and Car-
el shown by their handler and presenter 
Kimmi Kraus.
   World of Wolves is an exciting presenta-
tion which gives an overview about wolves 
and discusses topics as wolf habitat, diet, 
physical characteristics, pack structure 
and why wolves are important to the eco-
system.
   It was a warm day but the crowd was de-
lighted to be there and every body asked 
many question. We were very happy to be 
able to use the outdoor amphitheater for 
such a great and popular presentation.
Photos by Collette Lash

One report was accidentally omitted from 
the list published previously in the Rattler. 
Thank you for this interesting report Karen 
and here is the synopsis of this long awaited 
report.

Moving Mountains
by Karen TS Gubert 

Earthquakes are all over the U.S. due large-
ly to volcanoes and earthen crustal plates 
pushing across each other.  Placerita Can-
yon offers evidence of these changes over 
billions of years.  Local fossils are proof we 
were part of the Pacific Ocean and now 
are part of a dynamic moving fault system.  
Our canyon includes the Placerita Fault, 
and the San Gabriel Fault that intersects 
the San Andreas Fault.  It was also noted 
that oil exploration helped us understand 
local faults and mixed rock formations.



        Yes! I want to contribute to help fund programs at Placerita
         $25  Friend $50 Donor $100  Sponsor Wall 
         I can pledge ______ monthly
         Please contact me about the Adopt-an-Animal Program
         ______________________________________________

   Your tax-deductible donations are needed to help fund programs
    provided by volunteers. 
   Send your donation to:

   PCNCA
   19152 Placerita Canyon Road
   Newhall, CA 91321-3213  

Placerita Canyon Nature Center Associates 
Thank You!

F A L L  P R O G R A M S
FAMILY NATURE WALK Every Saturday from 11 to noon.

An easy 1-hour walk exploring the area’s natural and  cultural history.
ANIMAL PRESENTATION Every Saturday from 1 to 2 pm.
    See, learn and ask questions about live native animals of the area.  
BIRD WALK Second Saturday of the month from 8 to 10am. For all levels of birders. Bring binoculars, water and 

field guide. 
BIRD WALK, CASTAIC The Placerita Canyon Natural Area docents lead a monthly bird walk at Castaic Lake Recreation 

Area on the first Saturday of the month at 8:00AM.
BLOOMS OF THE SEASON Learn about native plants and what is blooming along the trails. Meet in the patio at
    9:30 for a one-hour stroll on the fourth Saturday of every month. Bring your camera and   
    questions. For more information about this free program, call 661.259.7721 or 259.7832.
COMMUNITY HIKING CLUB  A non-profit organization that invites all members of the SCV and community at large to:          
                              Join weekly planned hikes; Attend monthly nature series educational presentations;
     Participate in community outreach programs such as Calif Condor micro-trash clean-ups   
    and maintenance of trails and native garden; Partner with groups such as Boys and Girls   
    Club to introduce youth to nature. For more information, go to the website at 
    communityhikingclub.org
NATURE EDUCATION  An exciting new program at Placerita in conjunction with the Community Hiking Club. Every 3rd  
    Sunday of the month at 2pm the PCNCA and CHC will provide a free educational program  
    open to the public. Changes may be made, so please contact the center at 661.259.7721 to verify.
    September 20: Wildfires. October 18, User Guide to the Interpretive Center and courtyard.

For more information, please call 661.259.7721 or visit our website at Placerita.org.

Hollywood Bowl
Friday, July 17

   It has become a Placerita tradition to take 
a trip to the Hollywood Bowl each summer 
and this year was no exception. First we 
share dinner under the shade of the many 
trees, and then we find our seats and enjoy 
the concert. This year we listened to Amos 
Lee and David Gray with the accompani-
ment of the LA Philharmonic orchestra 
while enjoying the summer evening and 
seeing the stars coming out one by one.  

PCNCA gives thanks to Shirley 
Moreno and the Albert Einstein 
Academy for their generous do-
nations to the Nature Center. The 
critters thank you too!



BIRDING IN ARIZONA
Sue Wallender

    We have long heard from birders about the great birding in Ramsey Canyon.  I didn’t really 
know where Ramsey Canyon was until reading about a class being offered through Road 
Scholar.  Road Scholar is an organization that promises , “Adventures in Lifelong Learning”.
  We have taken a number of Road Scholar classes and are never disappointed with the quality 
and price of the adventure. 
   Birding Bonanza was a program offered through Road Scholar and was offered from March 
8 to March 13 in Sierra Vista, Arizona, which is about 70 miles southeast of Tucson. The ele-
vation is about 4500 feet.  
   Our hotel was about 2 blocks from the entrance to Fort Huachuca, a large military estab-

lishment in Sierra Vista. 
   Fort Huachuca was the headquarters of the 4th Cavalry patrols that hounded Geronimo and the Chiricahua Apaches.  Fort Huachuca 
is a huge city in itself.  One of the canyons where we went bird watching was at the west end of the fort grounds.  As we started into the 
rugged canyon we saw a javalina.  
  Our first day of birding was in Sulphur Springs Valley White Water Draw.  
We saw thousands of Sandhill cranes which winter there and then head north in late March.  At a barn near the entrance to the water 
there was a nesting Barn owl.  The ponds in this area are the result of the re-use of irrigation water by the farmers.  A large number of 
ducks were in the pond area.
   The San Pedro Riparian Area was the site of the second day of bird watching.  When we approached the San Pedro area it was easy to 
follow the path of the river through the desert.  There was a green streak of vegetation across the desert following the river.  As we were 
hiking toward the river two couples were walking out and told us they had seen a Vermillion Flycatcher.  We saw four as we walked along 
the river.  It is a beautiful brilliant red bird.  We were thrilled to see this bird for the first time.  Over the next few days we saw so many it 
was like, oh look, there is another Vermillion Flycatcher.  There was a Nature Center at the San Pedro area.  They had feeders set up among 
the Cottonwood Trees.  We saw a Northern Cardinal there.
   Day Three of our trip was to Patagonia Lake State Park.  On our drive there our guide spotted Pronghorn and was telling us about the 
behavior of the Pronghorn.  Just like that a herd of Pronghorn crossed the road in front of the van and all of them slipped under the bot-
tom wire of the fence.  All the farmers in the area have removed the bottom barbed wire on their fences. Pronghorn do not jump fences, 
they crawl under the fences.  
   In Patagonia, we visited a former private home that has been purchased by the Nature Conservancy.  You are allowed to sit in the back 
yard, in lawn chairs, to observe the birds that visit the feeders.  It was there that we saw a Violet-crowned hummingbird plus a number of 
Broad-billed hummingbirds.  These were my favorite birds for the week.
   Day four of the week was when we visited Fort Huachuca Canyons.
It was there I saw a woodpecker fly off. It flew like our Acorn woodpeckers.  But this one was 
brown.  When I looked it up in my bird book I discovered it was an Arizona woodpecker. 
We saw a lot of Acorn woodpeckers in this area of Arizona.  They have Oak trees that are 
deciduous.  They were just now beginning to turn color and drop their leaves.  
   The last day of our class was in Ramsey Canyon.  Visitors from all over the world come to 
see the 170 species of birds found in this area.  
   We want to go back to Sierra Vista and visit again.  There is lots to do in Southern Arizona.  
We visited Bisbee, an old mining town with a huge open pit mine and a train that you can 
board and visit the mine.  Tombstone, “the town too tough to die, is near.  We also visited 
Wilcox, the site of the Rex Allen museum.  

Photo by Richard Reed

"Cactus Wren on a Saguaro cactus" 
by Alan Vernon

 Peanut Butter/Lard Cakes for the Birds
This is a recipe that we received from a woman who allowed us to visit her back yard to bird watch.  The back yard was near Ramsey 
Canyon.  She has to take her feeders in at night because of the bears.

Melt together on low heat, and stir to blend:
     2 cups chunky peanut butter
     2 cups lard
When fat is melted, turn off the heat.  Add dry ingredients one at a time, mixing well after each addition:
     2 cups flour
     4 cups corn meal
     4 cups oatmeal (Using “quick” oatmeal holds the cakes together better)
Blend all ingredients thoroughly.  Press mixture into a 9 x 13 pan.  Cool and cut into squares.  Or, press into an empty plastic commer-
cial suet container.  Chill.  Remove from containers as needed and place in suet baskets.  



On the Road with the Rattler

The docents took the Rattler on their visit 
to Bitter Creek National Refuge (see article)

3 in a cage : Bridget, the skunk, Jack Lev-
enberg giving cuddles and Linda Ioerger, 
holding the Rattler

Suzy Hermann went to the Mendenhall 
Glacier on her Alaska trip. A beautiful place 
and she took the Rattler along too

The "Rattler" made it to the Colorado 
River with Denny H. Truger

Teresa Jacobs broke her pelvis and had to 
do some reeducation to be able to walk but 
she kept her spirit up and took a photo with 
a "Made Up" Rattler. Best wishes with the 
recovery Teresa. 

Paul A. Levine took the Rattler to Houston 
airport and he had to introduce us to the 
State mammal of Texas: The Texas...long-
horned armadillo! As it is apparent in this 
picture, everything in Texas is BIG!

RuthAnne Murthy planned this trip to 
Mentryville for the docents. It was a rare 
treat to be able to go inside the big house. 
Duanne and Darryl lost their audience for 
a while when we found 2 interesting snake 
(see Darryl Manzer's article) 

Charitha Eragoda went to King Canyon 
and Sequoia Park to see the giant trees, the 
Crystal caves, some old gas pumps and even 
a garter snake swimming in the King River.

Mike Elling took the Rattler to Lifou, New 
Caledonia. It was a lovely little island,cov-
ered with lush tropical forest and flowers, 
northeast of the main Island of New Cale-
donia.



Visit to the Condors
by Michael Elling

   We have a saying in our house, "open 23 hours." During several of our trips 
abroad, we have gone to places that advertise that they are "Open 24 Hours" only 
to find them closed.  We can only assume that they are really only open 23 hours 
or that we arrived when they were on a break.  Well, on April 18, the Condors were 
only open 23 hours and our tour group got to the Bitter Creek National Wildlife 
Refuge during the condors' break time, I guess. 
   About 20 Placerita docents and their family members met at the Wal-Mart off 
Rye Canyon and Newhall Ranch, where we made carpool assignments and start-
ed the almost 90 mile drive to the Refuge in the Los Padres National Forest. We 
had perfect weather for the day; clear, blue, sunny skies and a pleasant, California 
spring-time temperature. This promised a good day of condor viewing. About one 
and a half hours later, we found the turn off for the Refuge and the wide spot in the 
road where we met our guides from Friends of California Condors Wild and Free.

   Our tour leaders, Vince and Martin, reminded us that condors are wild creatures, free to go where they want, when they want to and 
sightings are not guaranteed. But they, along with guides Carol and Bill, made our visit memorable and enjoyable. 
   They told us that we were guinea pigs, that they were trying a new tour for the first time on us.  Not only would we go looking for con-
dors, but we would visit places that only interns, employees and volunteers get to see. We were going to different parts of the Refuge than 
other tours and would makes stops at little-known sights, including: an old homestead cabin; historically condor-frequented hilltops that 
are off the beaten path; and the condor enclosure where they introduce recently rehabilitated and ready-to-release condors to the wild. 
This was special because, on my last visit here, there were several birds locked inside the large, wire mesh enclosure, and we could not 
approach the building, but had to view it and the birds from a high ridge across a ravine. This trip it was empty, so we got to go inside the 
observation room and walk around the immediate area. 
   This enclosure is where the new condors meet the wild birds (who come to visit the newbies and share the food secretly left there by the 
human operators) and become socialized. The humans stay out of sight at all times while observing the condors and never let a condor see 
a human put carcasses out at night (chained to the ground to prevent other animals from dragging them off).  Besides socializing, eating 
and learning how to be a condor, they are also trained not to land on telephone and power poles.
   The Refuge personnel have built a replica telephone pole inside the area that has a wire strung across the top. This wire has a low voltage 
charge running through it. When a bird lands on this pole, they get a mild shock. After a few uncomfortable landings on these invit-
ing-looking roosts, the birds get the idea that it is not such an inviting place to sit, after all. 
   We then drove over dusty, unpaved roads to a hill top viewing spot. The vistas were gorgeous- miles and miles of hills, mountains and 
valleys. We could see for miles, but only saw ravens and a red-tailed hawk or two, no condors. No worries, the Refuge consists of over 
14,000 acres and there were still plenty of spots to see a condor.
   After lunch eaten in the shade of an old homestead, we headed for a hilltop where condors are historically found. Vince told us about 
the transmitters attached to most of the birds and brought out the receiver that they use to track the birds. He tried for a long time, but 
he could only locate one bird, almost 35 miles away (the max range of the transmitters is 35 miles). The receiver emitted a slow, weak 
beeping noise which indicated its distance. A fast beeping indicates a bird that hasn't moved in a long time and may be ill or dead. It is 
called the "mort signal." 
   The "mort signal" is also received when a nesting bird is sitting on an egg and not moving. However, the Refuge personnel closely mon-
itor the egg-laying and are aware that the condor is sitting still on its egg. 
   Meanwhile, Martin took us to look at the last pit trap in the Refuge, where the last condor was captured in 1987. A volunteer would sit 
in this covered hole in the ground and a bundle of goodies would be left on top. When a bird landed to feed, the volunteer would reach 
out of a small hole and grab the bird's legs. This is how they caught birds back in the day. 
   No condors were visiting that day, so we went back to the bunk house and discussed the recovery program. According to the Depart-
ment of the Interior report from calendar year 2014, there is a total population of 421 
condors.  The wild population is 228, and the captive number is 193. California has 
the largest number of wild birds at 128 (67 in So Cal). There are 12 nests in Califor-
nia, a total of 23 in the wild. The population of condors in California is increasing 
yearly. 
   The number one killer of condors is lead poisoning from lead bullets that are used 
by hunters. Total lead mortalities since 1984 is 62 birds. The cause of death of 14 birds 
is still pending final necropsy. Copper bullets are also toxic but are usually passed by 
the bird in one whole piece and does not stay in the digestive tract long enough to 
hurt the animal. However, lead bullets fragment into many tiny pieces and some of 
these fragments will stay in the digestive system and will eventually poison the bird. 
   On October 11, 2013, Governor Brown signed a law, AB 711, banning the use of 
lead bullets in California. The law goes into effect in 2019. 
   Even though we didn't see any condors on this trip, the day was fun and educational. 
It was a great way to spend time with family and friends and get outdoors.  

Photo by Brian Sims, 
Pinnacles National Monument, California



Growing up in Mentryville
    Let me introduce myself: I am Darryl Manzer, and at one time I was the only kid in Men-
tryville. I’ve also written a few columns for The Signal newspaper, served in the United States 
Navy for a few years (36), and play a little banjo. I hope to write a little for SCVTV/SCVNews.
com and share some of my thoughts about, and experiences in, our valley.
   Hundreds of folks lived in Pico Canyon long before there was a Stevenson Ranch or Southern 
Oaks. They raised their kids and sent them to school – right in Pico Canyon – and earned a 
living, seldom leaving the place.
   There were dances, picnics, celebrations and all sorts of events. The little community had a tree 
planting frenzy one year, and a couple of the local boys got paid to water those trees every day.
   Houses were built and gardens planted. Some families kept chickens for eggs and meat.
   So, it is obvious that I’m not writing of the Pico Canyon you all know. No, this is all about the 
little town that came to be called Mentryville – called that because Mr. Alec Mentry was the man 
who drilled the wells and was in charge of the operations of the oil field.
   Oh, what an oil field! It produced oil that was refined down in Newhall, and the kerosene that 
was made burned far brighter than the oil used in lamps previously. It was cheap and available, 
too. It soon replaced most of the lamp oil that had been used.
   It was so good that the gathering and manufacturing of that prior lamp oil was nearly stopped 
on the West Coast. “What oil was that?” you ask. Why, whale oil, of course. Yep, the little wells 
in Pico Canyon just may have had a hand in starting to save the whales.
   Many of you hike in Towsley Canyon. Great trails there. Pico has great trails, too, and they are 
being expanded all the time.  Towsley had oil wells, too. The little refinery was very busy.
   I hope to tell you stories of this valley that you may have never heard before. I also hope to cor-
rect some of the “urban myths” I’ve heard since my return. Myths like, “The haunted graveyard 
in Pico Canyon” and the “Haunted house.” Nope, never a graveyard, and in the years I lived in 
that house, we never saw a ghost.
   There are hundreds of stories that have never been told about Pico and Mentryville. Maybe 
this can serve as a little history lesson and along the way, bring to light some laughs – and a few 

tears, too.
   In that house, a boy grew up into a young man.  Pico Cottage was actually a mansion, and what a glorious home it was!  I was the boy.  
My experiences in Pico Canyon formed in me a strong sense of duty to others – not to mention that we were “green” long before it was a 
popular notion.  Nothing went to waste.  Food was home-grown: milk from our own cows and eggs warm and fresh from hens.
   After leaving Pico Canyon, I went on to serve my country for 36 years and, let me tell you, my life in what is now the Santa Clarita Valley 
was vastly impacted by the sense of community and family values that I learned right here.
   Come visit Towsley and Pico canyons.  Take in the beauty.  You’ll never find a more quiet spot than Johnson Park.  The only thing to tell 
you that you are in the year 2012 is the sound of a jet flying high overhead.
   Are there ghosts?  Is Pico Cottage haunted?  See for yourself.  But most likely, the only thing you may hear is the echo of my footsteps 
on the stairs from a year long gone.

A Trip to Mentryville:
   RuthAnne Murthy planned a rare trip to Mentryville and we thank her very much for this great idea. It was an oil drilling boom town 
that started in 1890. We visited all the buildings and we had the best guides, Duane Harte and Darryl Manzer who told us so many stories 
about the town.
   The docents got somewhat distracted when a very large rattlesnake was spotted under the outhouse and a baby gopher snake was found 
on the kitchen floor. One of our guides was Darryl Manzer and that was a great privilege to have him show us the way as he grew up in 
“the big House” in Mentryville and was telling us about his childhood adventures.
   Darryl writes a commentary column for SCVNews and I got his permission to use his very first column published on Sunday, November 
4, 2012 where he explains the place that Mentryville holds in his heart. Thank you Darryl.



Open House
“One family, one world, we are all connected” was the motto from the Open House this year and Deb Clem was in charge of the event. 
She worked for months planning every step of what was going to happen and contacted everyone who was taking part in the Open House. 
The docents were ready to back her up, knew what they were supposed to do and where they had to be, with a smile. The day went very 
smoothly and all our activities were a great success with our visitors. Thank you Deb for making such a day possible and thank you to all 
the docents who worked hard and still had fun! Open house is not a fundraiser but a way for Placerita to thank the community for their 
interest and their visits throughout the year to the Nature Center. We know all had a good time and that is dear to our hearts.



Placerita Volunteer Leader Named Honorary Park Ranger
Leon Warden, SCVNews.com

Ron Kraus, president of the Placerita Canyon Na-
ture Center Associates, was named an honorary 
park ranger Monday in recognition of his lead-
ership and years of volunteer service to Placerita 
Canyon State Park.
PCNCA is the group of 100-plus volunteers behind 
the events and organized hikes at the park. The or-
ganization also provides the docents who staff the 
newly redesigned Nature Center Museum.
County Park 

Ranger Frank Hoffman, who swore in Kraus as a 
ranger during a luncheon ceremony, noted that 
Kraus was named a Los Angeles County Volunteer 
of the Year for 2015.
Kraus, who retired from a career with the L.A. City 
Parks Department, started volunteering at Placerita 
in 2002, but that wasn’t his first experience with the 
park. He grew up in the San Fernando Valley and 
used to hike the canyon as a boy.
Kraus quickly assumed a leadership role with PCN-
CA, coordinating the docent training program, ar-

ranging lectures and leading hikes. In addition to 
the natural history, he also has a deep knowledge 
of the park’s “human” history of gold and oil.
Kraus served as vice president of the organization 
under Jim Southwell, who recently retired as pres-
ident after serving in that post for 16 years. Kraus 
was elected his successor.
Here’s to the next 16.

Good Bye and Good Luck Olivia
   Here is the message we received from 
Olivia Miseroy: “Hey everyone, sometime 
pretty soon I'm going to be working for 
the LA County Wildlife Sanctuaries/Dev-
il's Punchbowl. This is an awesome oppor-
tunity for me to work full time and closer 
to home in the natural areas department. 
Unfortunately this does mean that I will 
no longer be working for Placerita and will 
severely limit the amount of work I do for 
the studios, which was a really hard deci-
sion but I know it’s what's best for me in 
the long run. I have been approved by my 
supervisors to continue to take care of and 
add to the museum exhibits, so you will still 
see me around and have more of my hand-
iwork on display. Plus, I'll still be coming 
to some events and potlucks. So it's not like 
I'm completely leaving I'll still see many 
of you around though, just maybe not as 
much as before.”  
   We are happy for Olivia who deserves 
the best but it is a bittersweet development. 
Olivia was first a volunteer at Placerita, she 
became a part time county employee as a 
recreation service leader who was there ev-
ery week end. We have seen her growing 
up into a very talented young woman with 
some very special abilities. She did a work 
of art when she redid the condor at Placer-
ita and refurbished with meticulous preci-
sion many of the taxidermy animals. She is 
conscientious, fun, dedicated, talented and 
we are going to miss her a lot but we are 
excited for her by this new opportunity and 
a full time job with the county. You deserve 
only the best Olivia.

Trail Treasures: Pine Goldenbush, Ericameria pinifolia
RuthAnne Murthy

   As summer comes to a close, those of us who love wildflowers are anxious to see the 
arrivals of fall. Enter Pine Goldenbush. You can find it growing on the Ecology Trail at 
Placerita Canyon Nature Center. It may be overlooked because it is not as spectacular as 
some of our other blooms, however, it has some special attributes if you take the time to 
get to know it. 
   Pine Goldenbush grows in the chaparral, coastal sage scrub, and oak woodland. It is a 
member of the sunflower family. The sturdy scrub grows up to about 8 feet tall. The inch 
long leaves are needlelike and grow in clusters. The leaves smell like pine when you crush 
them, hence its name. Sometimes you can see a sticky resin on the leaves that produces 
the fragrance. In spring the leaves are a bright yellow-green that gives way to a darker 
shade of green or brown in the summer. This native plant is not found in any other place 
than Southern California. It is most commonly found in the transverse ranges like the San 
Gabriel Mountains.
   One unique quality of Pine Goldenbush is that it blooms twice annually, spring and fall. 
The blooms are a golden yellow.  Fascinatingly, in spring the flowers are larger but few-
er, whereas, in the fall the flowers are smaller but more 
abundant. When the flowers go to seed, they become 
fluffy balls that are distributed by the wind. 
   Pine Goldenbush provides food in the form of seeds for 
birds such as the Mourning Dove, Lesser Goldfinch, and 
American Goldfinch. In return, birds assist in dispersing 
seeds. It is also  a nectaring plant for adult butterflies. 
   There are always Trail Treasures out there just waiting 
to be discovered and enjoyed.



Fred Seeley
Volunteer of the Year for Placerita

   Each year, a volunteer of the year is voted for each nature 
center and gets special recognition at the NCA Ceremony 
at Eaton Canyon in the fall. We are delighted to announce 
that Fed Seeley is going to get this highest recognition for 
Placerita Canyon for the year 2015. Fred had been very 
active, has a wonderful work ethic and a great eye for de-
tails and organization. His past business experience has 
been a great asset for our nature center.
   Here are a few projects that Fred has been involved in 
this year: re-organized, edited and re-wrote the Procedure 
Manual, Chairman of the Community Nature Education 
Series, Chair of the Docent Training "term paper" Project 
including reading them all and summarizing for The Rat-
tler, and he is PCNCA's NCA Rep.
   Fred has been shopping for various supplies to feed the 

animals, taking care of the pond, doing school field trips, sending donation thank you 
letters to all the schools, and re-writing many of our form letters.
   Congratulations and thank you so much for all you do at Placerita. We are a better place 
because of your efforts.

Santa Barbara Botanical Garden
   Andrea Donner planned this trip in June. 
The redwood grove was a beautiful experi-
ence, the meadow was in full bloom, and 
the view of the mountains was spectacular. 
We could not see the Channel Islands be-
cause of the fog but as it was 101degrees in 
SCV, we did not complain! 
   Robert Grzesiak and Maria Helena Chris-
tensen did a great job helping us to identify 
many of the plants. We were pleased to see 
that many trails were ADA compliant so 
that Sue Sutton could enjoy her visit in her 
wheel chair.
   We bought plants at the nursery, and 
checked the home demonstration garden 
composed of water conserving plants. We 
had lunch in a nice shaded area and a few of 
us decided to hit the trails again. Thank you 
Andrea, we will come back again.

What is a Tataviam Home Called?
   That was the topic of much discussion at Placerita for about 20 years.  As the local 
Tataviam Indians did not have a written language, and also did not have a specific word 
for their “home sweet home,” we have worked our way through many options in the last 
20 years. The word hut, shelter, ki’j, ap, wikiup, and Indian dwelling have been used, em-
braced with enthusiasm, only to be abandoned a few years later. However, it seems that 
the word wikiup would have been used in Nevada and Arizona and ap would have been 
a term used by Chumash tribes, but the word ki’j was used by the Tataviam according 
to some experts in the field. Since my aim is to educate and not to offend, I may use the 
general term shelter or dwelling in this article.   That will come handy if the pronuncia-
tion of ki’j somehow escapes you. 
   What is a ki’j? It is a domed wooden frame covered with tall grass that has been gath-
ered into bundles. In the traditional way, willow poles are set in the ground in a circle, 
poles are bent to form a dome, small branches are cut and tied crosswise to complete the framework, and the sedge bundles are attached 
to the frame.
   You see, the Tataviam were hunter/gatherers, the majority of their time spent finding food and cooking it. It was a hard life, working 
every day on basic survival.  They would build a new hut each year, moving it to another spot the following year. They came to Placerita 

to gather acorns but did not actually live there.  A more reliable source of water than 
found in Placerita was important to sustain their lifestyle.  Their dwellings were located 
around the Santa Clara River area, and in Newhall.  Tataviam came to Placerita to gather 
acorns that were a staple of life for them, something that was cooked on a daily basis, and 
would sustain them for the rest of the year. The crop picked in the fall was very important 
for their survival and it is probable that small shelters were built to accommodate their 
families during that gathering time.
   We do have an example ki’j at Placerita, originally built many years ago by Jacob Swea-
ny as an Eagle Scout project. He constructed it under the supervision of Frank Hoffman, 
Recreation Services Supervisor at Placerita. The rebar used instead of wood for the frame 
was hidden by mule fat, and willow and twine cloth was used to resemble the twine made 
by the Tataviam with yucca fibers.  



   Frank wanted to keep the dwelling authentic, but it needed to be refurbished every year, 
just the way Tataviam would have done. 
Fresh sedge or tulle needed to be cut in the spring, attached in small bundles to cover the 
frame to make a cover over the hut. The sedge could be cut only early in the spring when 
it is very pliable, enabling it to be bundled and attached. 
   Years ago, the Nature Center at Whittier Narrows was able to flood part of their land 
with reclaimed water and ample fresh sedge was growing there.  But it took 3 truck beds 
full to be able to make a fresh cover for the ki’j. 
   This proved to be a project impossible to sustain on a yearly basis when Whittier Nar-
rows Nature Center was not able to flood their area any more, and we ran out of fresh 
sedge. Very frankly, it was a project that was taking so much time and effort that we 
became discouraged. So the hut lay naked and forlorn for many years.
   The ki’j seen at Placerita is small and accommodates just 2 people. Most of the time, 
ki’j were much larger, built to accommodate all the members of an extended family.  These were more typically between 12 and 20 feet 
across .The chief of the tribe usually had the largest ki’j, up to 35 feet across. Though most of the cooking was done outdoors, a hole was 
still left open in the roof for ventilation because if it was cold or rainy, a fire would be lighted inside and the smoke would escape through 
the opening. If it rained, the hole would be covered with a deer skin during the night to protect the sleeping family. The opening for the 
door was always made on the southeast side for protection from the cold wind coming from the north. Deer skin was draped above the 
door to further keep the inside warm and cozy.  In this respect, the ki’j at Placerita is not positioned according to Indian tradition, but we 
wanted the visitors coming along the trail to be able to see into the inside of the dwelling.
   When a ki’j was completed, it was celebrated with a small ceremony where sage was burnt inside. It was a ceremony to consecrate the 
new home, but very often those traditions are backed up by a strong, down to earth purpose.  In this case, that sage smoke was useful as 
a disinfectant, killing many of the insects hidden in all those fresh materials used for the construction. 
   Denny Truger saw the remnant of the Tataviam hut during his docent training in 2012. Only the rebar remained standing, and it was a 
sad sight that stuck in his mind. Recently retired, he finally had some free time and he decided something needed to be done to put the 
ki’j back in shape and for it to become a useful teaching tool once again.
  Since their ki’j had to last only one year, the Tataviam did not have to build something super strong.  But Denny’s requirements were 
different. Denny wanted the ki’j to be strong and sturdy, plus accurate, at least in its basic shape.
   Denny visited several museums to gather information, and learned many facts about the ki’j in this process.  The most help he received 
was from Grey Wolf in the Chumash Indian Museum in Thousand Oaks, and Denny is very grateful for his active participation in this 
project.
   Gathering sedge was not an option, and it had been the stumbling block from the start. Grey Wolf was the one who recommended a 
covering which has the same appearance, but which is actually manufactured and can be ordered by the roll. Problem solved for many 
years to come!
   The rebar needed to be repaired by welding, and that is not a simple project in a natural area where the fire danger is so great. All the 

requirements for safety were observed and the preparation took the most time, but the 
welding was done to everyone’s satisfaction.  The thatched covering was attached to the 
dome (see photo) and the new ki’j looks very good indeed.  Denny worked carefully and 
diligently along with his team: Andrea and Mike Donner, Maria Elena Christensen, Mike 
Summe, Robert Grzesiak, and Dan Kott. Thanks to all of you for your help.
   Denny is in the process of having a sign installed next to the ki’j, explaining about this 
Tataviam dwelling and what kind of people used to live in this hut. He wants to give some 
basic information about the Tataviam so our visitors can learn about and appreciate the 
lives of this local tribe who used to visit Placerita, including how important this place 
was for them. 
   Thank you Denny Truger for making a visit to Placerita even more educational today.  I 
hope this little story interests you enough to come by for a nice hike in Placerita Canyon, 
and a look into our area’s colorful past as you take a short rest by our Tataviam ki’j.

What is a Tataviam Home Called, continued

Changing of the Guard
   Chris Mowry was Recreation Supervisor at Placerita and he has been 
transferred to Castaic Lake on May 10. Since one of his favorite ways to 
experience nature is from the deck of his boat, he was very excited.
   Frank Hoffman who was previously working at Castaic Lake is coming 
back to Placerita Canyon Nature Center also as recreation Service Super-
visor. This is the third time that Frank is assigned to Placerita during the 
last 20 years and we are very happy to have him back. His deep knowl-
edge of the park will serve us well. Welcome back to Placerita Frank.



   A couple weeks ago I was fortunate to meet ‘bee whisperer’ Mr. Chip Vanoy who was donating a 
bee hive to the Placerita Nature Center.  The bee’s new home sits inside the Center’s Nature room. 
The home is a glass encasement that has a built-in exit and entrance tunnel that connects to the 
outdoors.  
   The encasement has glass on both sides of the framed hive so that visitors could observe a bee 
colony at work.  Chip even marked the queen bee with a blue-colored dot so that visitors could see 
the difference between the queen and the rest of the bees. This particular day was moving day; Chip 

was transferring the colony from the white box to the glass encasement.  These bees were already an established colony; bees tending to 
their neatly organized honey combs which were situated on the standard bee frames.  Chip, dressed in jeans and a tee-shirt, took off the 
top of the wooden box and transferred all three frames, which were covered in honeycomb and bees, into the glass encasement without 
incident.  Again, the majority of the bees made it inside the new home.  The ones flying around were looking for their queen!  Chip had 
earlier placed a 3” piece of honeycomb at the bee’s new entrance.  The pheromones from the honeycomb brought the bees to that location.  
Again, the bee’s started to fan the honeycomb to help disperse the pheromones.  Within a few minutes you could see bees coming into 
the encasement from the outside.  Within about 30 minutes, I observed bees walking up the encasement glass with the yellow globules of 
pollen stuck to their legs – I could only guess that they approved of their new home!
   Chip, provided all of us a wealth of bee information.  For instance, an average bee hive is comprised of one queen bee, approximately 
30,000 – 60,000 bees depending on the season.  The queen bee, whose life span is about 3 - 5 years, is responsible for maintaining the 
colony numbers by laying eggs.  These eggs, which turn into a larva, will become bees within 21 days. Here is an interesting fact; all larvae 
are fed royal jelly for the first 3 days.  However, when a larva that is continually fed royal jelly it will become a queen bee, which goes 
back to the old saying ‘you are what you eat’!  The males are called drones and their only function is to fertilize the queen. Drones have a 
larger body then that of the worker bee and have no stinger.  In late autumn, the drones will either die off or are ejected from the hive by 
the worker bees, and do not reappear in the bee hive until late spring. The worker bees are unfertile females and they are the work force 
of the hive.  
   There are a variety of tasks they are responsible for.  Not only do they collect the pollen and honey, they are the defenders of the queen 
and the hive, they maintain the queen bee, clean the hive, feed the larva, produce wax to build or repair the honeycomb, and some are just 
are, interestingly enough,  fanning bees – they maintain the heat of the hive!  These are just a few of their jobs! (Now we can appreciate 
the meaning of the phrase ‘busy as a bee’!).  The worker bee normal life span is about 45 days – as Chip said, ‘they will literally fly their 
wings off ’.
   Bee honey and pollen is the food for entire hive.  The honey is made from the nectar of the flower and provides carbohydrates, which 
is energy for the bee.  The plant pollen provides the necessary vitamins, mineral and protein.  The pollen and nectar are mixed together 
to feed the larvae.
   Bees are instrumental in pollinating plants in nature.  Without these pollinators, most plants would not be able to reproduce.  Humans 
depend on these pollinators as well.  The United Nation’s Food and Agriculture Organization estimates that over two-thirds of food grown 
is depended on bees for pollination.  For example, without bees, an acre of almond trees will produce about 400 pounds of almonds.  
With bees, the yield of almonds are a mind-boggling 2,800 – 3,500 pounds per acre.  As a result, almond growers can’t get crop insurance 
without renting bees and California almond groves require 1.6 million hives for pollination.  Another example is alfalfa. This crop is es-
sential for the production of beef and requires three to five hives per acre to adequately pollenate that crop.  As Chip jokingly stated, ‘no 
beef, no hamburgers, no McDonalds’!
   The bad news is that there is still a decline of bees, not just in the USA but all over the world. In the USA, it is estimated that there are 
about 2.5 million colonies left, which is down from the 6 million colonies estimated in 1947.   It is becoming a major concern among some 
government agencies, farmers and beekeepers since pollination is required for successful crops.  This dramatic decline is due the reduced 
lifespan of the bee.  The culprits are many.  Parasites, most notably the Varroa mites, bacterial disease (Nosema Ceranae), genetics, nutri-
tion, loss of habitat and pesticides have taken a huge toll on the health of a bee’s longevity.  Pesticides weaken the bee by comprising their 
immune system; the bee’s natural ability to fight the parasites and disease. 
   It is estimated by bee keepers and environmentalists that this billion-dollar industry spreads approximately 2 million pounds of pesti-
cides across the country annually.  Pesticides not only contaminate the plant surfaces (and honey) but are carried by the wind far beyond 
the intended fields.   When farmers spray their fields with pesticides the pollenating bees are directly affected.  Some counties are working 
with both farmers and beekeepers to ensure there is ample amount of time to move the bee hives before the spraying begins.  In my opin-
ion this type of cooperation should become a public policy; it is a win-win situation since bees life may be extended which also benefits 
both farmers and beekeepers!
   Loss of habitat means loss of open, natural areas that once, abundant of wild plants (aka weeds) free from pesticides (for the most part), 
provide valuable nutrition to the bees.  Wild plants add the diversity and nutrition to the bees’ diet.  Fortunately, some agencies are slowly 
working with the bee community to overcome of these difficulties.  For instance, the Owens Valley DWP is allowing beekeepers access 
to their undeveloped land giving the bee’s untainted wildflowers to forage and flourish.  (It should be noted that even honey from open 
fields have some degree of pesticides).  What is needed is more cooperation among federal and state agencies and large land management 
such as BLM, Nature Conservancy and even home owner associations.  Chip pointed out that we need more clean source areas free of 
pesticides, herbicides and fungicides for the  health and sustainment of the bees.  

To Bee or Not to Bee, That is the question
Gini Lomerson



   So, what can we do to help?  Most importantly, recognize that bees are not dangerous but are beneficial.  
They are essential in nature and are necessary for food production for everyone from insect to human.  Be 
an advocate for the bees and for bee-keeper to have access to open spaces.  Consider alternatives in lieu 
of pesticides, herbicides and fungicides.  Incorporate plants that are indigenous to the area you live in. 
   I feel that I would be remiss if I did not add an important footnote I learned, not just from Chip but 
confirmed in many articles.  Please, I encourage you to check it out yourself.  If you are a honey consumer 
you should be aware of two kinds of honey; Raw and not raw.  Raw honey can be obtained from your local 
beekeeper.  Raw honey is either completely raw and unfiltered or raw and filtered to reduce particulate 
matter to include some of the pollen. 
   The second is a product called by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as “ultra-filtered honey”; honey 
that has been heated, processed and heavily filtered and LACKS pollen.  According to FDA, any product 
that has been ultra-filtered and no longer contains pollen isn’t considered honey.  Generally, the reason for 
this process is to hide the origin of the honey since honey from some overseas countries have been banned 
due to the contaminants of illegal antibiotics, heavy metals and other chemicals.  Food Safety News (FSN) 
determined, through testing, that three-quarters of honey sold in grocery stores and department stores is 
ultra-filtered.

To Bee or Not to Bee, continued

End of School Year party, June 6th
   We always enjoy getting together to have a good time and even if we still have many school groups coming to Placerita in June, we try 
to grab the docents before they take off for vacations.
   This is also the time where the result of the elections is given and we want to thank Jim Crowley and Dan Kott for taking care of the 
election so smoothly and efficiently.
   The docents who were elected or re-elected to the board are:
Ron Kraus, Sue Sutton, Evelyne Vandersande, Mari Carbajal, Heidi Webber, Vicki Cunningham. The elected Alternates are Jim Hazard 
and Ron Nichols.
   Thank you, we know that working on the board is demanding and we appreciate your effort.
   After the dinner, Lanita Algeyer who is in charge of the recognition of docents, gave a few awards to people who really made Placerita 
a better place these last months or years:
   Irene Heerlein for her dedication to the Gift Shop schedule and participation in the Outreach program committee. Glenda Perl, a 2015 
Docent graduate, for her commitment to volunteering her time at the park. Sue Sutton, for dedicating her time and efforts to coordinate 
the Museum committee and see the project to fruition. Chris Mowry, for his years of support to the PCNCA and Donna Fagan, who was 
awarded the 25+ year trophy.
   Jim Southwell received a warm Thank You from everyone for his dedication as PCNCA’s past-president and a gift certificate to a nice 
restaurant.



Who’s in Your Backyard at Night?
   Not everyone goes to sleep at night like we humans do. 
The Community Nature Education series in August was 
presented by Placerita Canyon Nature Center Docents Jack 
Levenberg and Linda Ioerger who showed and explained 
about of few of those animals. Bridget is a skunk who is 
in our care. She is very mellow and sweet and while she 
remains a wild animal, it is always great to be able to handle 
her and show her to the public. Let’s us not forget Ches-
ter, the Virginia Opossum who got plenty of attention too., 
then of course, the owls always steal the shows because they 
can be heard but seldom seen and they are so very beauti-
ful. Those animals are seen in many backyards in the eve-

ning so our visitors had many questions and we were pleased to provide information and 
education on this topic.

July’s Nature Education Program 
presented By Ron Kraus, 

   Placerita Canyon has a rich history as one of Hollywood’s favorite 
filming locations for western movies. Along with being close to Los
Angeles, Placerita provided isolation, sunny days, and rugged coun-
tryside.
   Ron Kraus gave us a brief look at the filming history of Placeri-
ta Canyon Natural Area and we all enjoyed one of the classics of the 
B-Western genre filmed at Placerita, “The Hard Hombre,” starring 
Hoot Gibson. 
   To recreate the old time movie matinee experience we even had pop-
corn, candies and drinks. This was fun for the whole family!

Fossil Presentation
   In July, instead of planning a trip as she 
usually does, Lanita Algeyer planned a 
special presentation about fossils done by 
Daniele Washburn, SCV resident and local 
expert.
   Daniele Washburn shared her magnif-
icent fossil collection with the Placerita 
docents. It all started with a fossilized pine 
cone found in Pico Canyon by her son 40+ 
years ago. Some of them were found in the 
SCV, but the majority were from all over the 
world. It was a very interesting display and 
Daniele was so enthusiastic about Placerita 
that she asked details about the next docent 
training.

Nature Education program for June: 
Falconry

   This presentation featured the history of 
Falconry. Modern falconry was discussed, 
as well as wildlife conservation. The differ-
ent birds utilized in this ancient practice 
(several different live bids were exhibit-
ed), specific equipment or “furniture”, legal 
game, veterinary care, some do and some 
don’t and common issues and problems 
that modern Falconers face today.
Frank Hoffman and Dave Stives are both 
current full time employees of the LA 
County Department Park and Recreations 
and they are both Master Falconers.



A New Walker Cabin Interpretive Sign (the Loooong story)
by Fred Seeley

   When the Butterfly Garden educational pond was restored by volunteers during the 2012 
"Make a Difference Day", the "pond people" decided that we wanted a sign so that visitors 
using the Heritage Trail would know it was there.  After a lot of discussion, we decided to 
add interpretive text so people would know a little more about the pond and its purpose. 
Fred Seeley came up with a draft of the text, and with Russ Kimura's permission and agree-
ment to the text, the PCNCA Board of Directors approved the cost of the sign, and it was 
created by a sign company here in Santa Clarita.  
   Fast forward to 2015, and Jim Owens proposed that we enhance the educational value of 
the "Lyons Oak" stump on the Heritage Trail by showing the size of the tree when important 
historical events occurred.  He had seen something similar on one of his vacations, and he 
volunteered to take on the task of coming up with the overall design, important dates to 
note, and to draft the text for the interpretive sign. Once the project was ready to go, again 
with Russ's approval, the Board approved funding for the sign.  To stay consistent, we used 

the same font, size and color as with our pond sign.
   A few months later this year, during a small docent gathering at the Walker Cabin, the "light bulb went off " and a few of us realized that 
one of the most important stops on the Heritage Trail was the Walker Cabin and it wasn't even labeled to tell people what it is.  Ron Kraus 
recalled an old sign that he had seen that apparently was attached to the Cabin at one time and described some of its history.  Ron found 
the old sign so we had a place to start in creating a new interpretive sign.  The Board approved the funds, and Jim DeLill, Ron, and Fred 
started work on the text.  Once we had a final proof, and Russ's approval, the sign you see was created.
   Hopefully, as part of the upcoming accessibility improvement projects on the Heritage Trail, there will be additional opportunities to 
add interpretative features and signs for people to enjoy on their walk to The Oak Of The Golden Dream!

A Trip with Lanita
   Nineteen brave docents endure the 93 de-
gree heat on Monday, June 29th and visited 
The Strathearn Historical Park & Museum. 
This is a hidden gem of history preserved 
by the City of Simi.  Everyone who has a bit 
of history they want preserved donate it to 
this wonderful park.  The docents gave their 
time to refurbishing the donated items to 
their original state.

Breakfast of Champions
   Phil Rizzo is not with us anymore but we remember 
him especially at this time of year as we keep up a tra-
dition that he started at the Nature Center. He thought  
that summer was too long without seeing his Placerita 
Friends. Because our core program is to give tours to 
school children visiting the Nature Center, we miss each 
other during the summer vacation. He was also secret-
ly worried that all his knew knowledge acquired during 
docent training was going to disappear without an energetic review before the fall. What 
about planning a pot luck breakfast to see all those Champions, the docents? Good idea 
and we are always ready for a party. 
   Ron Kraus took the topics review to a whole new level with a game that can be compared 

to “Are you smarter than a fifth grader?”
   The breakfast is pot luck and we all enjoy the food and 
take time to socialize. Sue Wallander was in charge of set-
ting up as I could not be there. Thank you Sue and I also 
want to thank all the docents who came early and stayed 
late to give her a hand.
   Each year Jill Goddard makes an incredible artistic con-
tribution in designing caps for the winning team which, 
this year, was “the Buckwheat’s”, all 15 of them. Lots of 
hats to make Jill!  There were a few extra hats and if you 

wanted one, you had to learn the squirrel dance to earn it. Only in the Nature Center can 
you admire this very special creative interest and Jill spent days making them so we are 
all very grateful for her dedication. Some people wear their winning cap year after year to 
meetings and they become prized possetions.
   Ron does a tremendous job in finding new questions and 
verifying all the answers and he has many categories to refresh 
our knowledge: botany, critters, history, math, etc. The great 
competition brings out the best in all the docents and they 
have so much excitement that they do not notice their educa-
tion is getting a good brush up. 
   Thank you so much Ron for keeping this great tradition; Phil 
Rizzo would be proud. 



The Battle of the Weeds by Robert Grzesiak
   

      

We had a strong battalion of 32 junior high kids and 3 teachers coming to the rescue. They were from Sierra Vista Junior High's Sierra 
Vista Caring Spirit community service club. We also had 22 docents coming for the battle: 12 males, 10 females, including three husband 
and wife sets: the Algeyer’s, McClure’s and the Wallander’s. 
   The 1st Monday of the month is Weeding/Trail Enhancement Committee Meet-Up, but only 13 of those docents had ever attended a 
weeding meet-up before. The focus weeds were only two, Smilo grass and London Rocket mustard. Both are listed as non-native invasives 
by the California Invasive Plant Counsel. Smilo grass is a perennial, growing 3 to 5 feet tall and recently invaded canyons, and riparian 
ways. It is from Mediterranean Europe and has seriously invaded the creek bed, banks, and trail sides in Placerita.
   London Rocket mustard has leaves that look like old fashioned rockets. It is from 4 inches to 2 feet tall and is a winter annual. It has 

seriously invaded the borders of the Canyon 
Trail. It appears to be a recent invasion, since 
it has not moved down the banks of the creek 
yet. The invasion of London Rocket is probably 
due to the recent trail work for bicyclists. Smilo 
is an older invasion and as with all invasives, 
they produce huge amounts of seeds. This June 
1st weeding by the students was just in time to 
have prevented the seeds from spreading for 
both targeted weeds. For Smilo, seeds are viable 
for only 1 year, therefore, we have effectively, 
eliminated Smilo from the section of the can-
yon where they weeded. However, for London 

Rockets, seeds may be viable for more than one year and the area will need to be reweeded yearly. But fortunately, there will not be as 
much to weed.
   Thirty 55-gallon bags of weeds were pulled. They weeded about .8 of a mile of the Canyon Trail clearing the creek banks of Smilo for the 
third time. On two previous Mondays, docents have pulled Smilo, once under the Oak picnic area, and once on the Hidden Trail, both 
much smaller projects. London Rocket mustard has never been pulled before by docents.
   Sunday afternoon, I walked the trail and marked the good grass with yellow tape. California melic, or Coast Range melic is also a pe-
rennial grass that grows on slopes, does not overwhelm, and does not grow as big. Its seed has no “awn” on it, unlike the Smilo grass seed. 
Magnifying lenses were distributed to make sure the native melic was not pulled by accident. An awn is a thread like spike that can help 
the seed attach to fur or clothing. Orange flag posts were used to enclose areas of large or long infestations. Solitary Smilo plants were 
wrapped with orange tape for pulling.
   The job of the docents, besides providing lunch, was to warn and monitor kids for ticks, remind kids to check for rattlers, and to help 
them avoid poison oak. Ray Orloff and Dan Kott used wheel barrows or wagons to move the trash bags back to the trail head. Docents 
used their backpacks to carry bottled water for the students. Each docent led 3 students, helped point out the weeds from the natives, 
and bagged the weeds while the students pulled or dug them out. Others acted as relievers or assistors. Great job, all of you. Thank you 
for your effort to help our natural area.



Turkey Vultures Test
Maybe you have noticed those great big birds 
soaring high in the sky and you would like to 
know more about them?
This test contains but interesting details, but 
some of them are pretty gory - so you might not 
want to read this while eating dinner.

Do Turkey Vultures have a good sense of smell? Yes, their olfactory lobe is particularly large compared to other animals. That is the 
part of the brain responsible for processing smell. This helps them to find carrion below the forest canopy and detect the smell of ethyl 
mercaptan, a gas produced by the beginning of decay in dead animals.
Why do turkey vultures urinate on their legs? It serves 2 purposes. Because the Vultures cannot sweat, instead they cool themselves 
using this process called urohydrosis. In the summertime, wetting the legs cools the Vultures as the urine evaporates.  Also, the urine has 
a high uric acid content that acts as a sanitizer, killing any bacteria the birds pick up while stepping on their food. This gives them a certain 
tolerance to microbial toxins (such as botulism) and even certain poisons used to kill coyotes and ground squirrels. The bird’s droppings 
are also disease free and since this is so unusual, scientists are studying their digestive cleansing process.
Why do some turkey vultures have a red head and others a black head? The juveniles have a black head, while mature birds have a red 
head. Females and males are identical in appearance, except the female can be a little larger. 
Why does the turkey vulture have a bald head? Because it eats carrion and must stick its head inside the carcass to reach the meat, a 
feathery head would capture too many bacteria. After mealtime, the Turkey Vulture perches in the heat of the sun. Here, whatever man-
aged to cling to its head will dry and fall off.
What is the call of a Turkey Vulture? That’s really a trick question.  They do not have a voice box, and can only hiss and grunt.
Do they eat only carrion? No, they eat plants, live insects and other invertebrates or washed-up fishes along rivers and oceans.  They do 
eat about 111 pounds of carrion per bird, each year.
What technique do they use to defend themselves? Its most important form of defense is to vomit! Even the babies learn to do that too, 
early in life. They do not have many predators, but the time spent at the nest is the time where they are most at risk. When attacked, they 
cough up some semi-digested meat.  The foul smelling substance will deter most creatures from raiding the nest. Also, it will sting the 
eyes of the animal if it is close enough, because the vomit is very acidic. 
Do they have strong talons? No, they have very weak feet, more like chicken feet. They can walk and hop but that is all.
Are Turkey Vultures aggressive? No, they are very gentle, shy birds which can be easily intimidated by a much smaller bird like a crow.
What is the “Horaltic position”? You will see this in the early morning.  They spread their wings out wide in order to dry off the morning 
dew.  In order to fly, they need to be completely dry.  They also use the sun to warm up their body and to bake off bacteria.
Do Turkey Vultures often flap their wings? No, they flap far less often than other birds.  In the morning, after drying their feathers in 
the sun, you’ll see their very clumsy and laborious takeoff.  After that, they circle upward, searching for pockets of warm rising air called 
thermals. Once they find one, they allow it to carry them upward in rising circle. Once they reach the top of the thermal, they dash across 
the sky at speeds near 60 miles per hour, losing altitude until they reach another thermal…and start the same process all over again.  They 
can actually soar for 6 hours without flapping their wings. While soaring, they hold their wings in a V shape to take advantage of the 
thermals to keep soaring. This flight pattern makes them very easy to identify. Also, they often tip slightly from side to side, using the tip 
of their primary feathers to change their direction.  At the end of the day, you will see another clumsy-looking landing.  They often crash 
through the leaves and branches to reach their roosting spot.
Why do Turkey Vultures spend the night in a roost? A roost is a meeting place. Turkey Vultures gather there one hour before sunset 
and leave the roost about one hour after sunrise. I had such a roost in my backyard for many, many years until one large branch fell down 
and the environment was so disturbed that the turkey vultures abandoned the roost and chose another tree.  Your guess as good as mine 
as to why they gather at the roost. They might feel there is safety in numbers, spending the night together.  Roosts are used for many years 
so the parents teach the young ones where it is. They seem to be very gregarious so they might have this need to belong to a group, the 
patriarch keeping the young ones in their place. The nest is never at the roost but in a different place, away from the group.
Do all Turkey Vulture migrate? In Southern California, that is a tricky question. The Turley Vultures in my back yard migrated always 
during the last week of September, and returned during the first week of January. However, there is a population of Turkey Vultures which 
can be seen in Southern California all year round. It is understood that those are coming from the North, and find the climate here mild 
enough to spend the winter. There might be a population along the coast where the weather remains constant that, indeed, does not mi-
grate because they do not have incentive to do so. Without tagging or banding every bird and checking their whereabouts, it is impossible 
to know where they are going exactly so migration remains an evasive topic on which we have little information.
Where can I see one up close?  If you want a close look at a Turkey Vulture, I can recommend a little visit to Placerita so you can meet 
Apollo, our resident turkey vulture, in one of the enclosures on the patio!   



A visit to Placerita Interpretive Center



A visit to Placerita Interpretive Center, continued



The Rattler

Placerita Canyon Nature Center
19152 Placerita Canyon Road
Newhall, CA 91321-3213

ADOPT-AN-ANIMAL

PCNCA gratefully acknowledges the following special guardians who are helping in the 
care and feeding of their adopted animals at our Nature Center:

Santa Clarita Child Development Program & Preschool - Kricket, the American Kestrel 
Mountainview Child Development Program & Preschool - Wheelie, the Harris's Hawk
Mountainview Fun 4 Fours - Speedy, the Desert Tortoise
Mateo Anderson - Moon Shadow, the Kingsnake
Sandra Cattell (donations in honor of her birthday) - Moon Shadow, the Kingsnake and 
Apollo, the Turkey Vulture
Glenda Perl - Apollo, the Turkey Vulture
Maria Gutzeit-Fahrenholz - Moon Shadow, the Kingsnake
Lisa Arakaki - Sandy, the Alligator Lizard

Many thanks to all of you for your generous support.


